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"great but a leper"

I. Based in Hadaroth - Story 1801. His character symbolizes a great contradiction. Who he is.


II. Second kind of tragic contradiction - Respected, but Leper.

Cases of "leprosy":

a) H-bomb
b) General over-adv. technology, slow of ethical
c) Effect upon layman. New Scientist

Version 23rd Dec. 48 (v. 16, n. 3) p. 6.

- no more hide behind curtain "ethical neutrality"
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3rd
Proud but Leper

a) 3rd History - dishonest High Priest 2d Commonwealth
b) N.Y. 1st yr. riot - irresponsible, disgraceful.

but criticism, if reckless - by a "spirit leader" - also yrs.

- read portions of Lev article.

- org. by "sick and idle" - UNTRUE! (I'm not a member)

- read part... "old orthodox rabbis". There are exceptions in every profession & ministry. But this is a blanket condemnation.


- read part... all Rabbinic recognition - i.e. only recognized Rabbis are anti-zionist. Really? - Herzog? Rabbi Kook? Rabbi Werner? Tiveniah?

- such charges are signs of "something wrong" yrs. 3.

- and end: "we cannot permit... pieces silver".

Add! Also not for parking lot, convenience, social climbing.
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Cure -

humility, modesty, weakness, child-like simplicity

let soldiers forget their strength

nations " " might

statesmen " " diplomacy

scientists " " self-sufficiency

religious people begin to learn that

humility & moderation are
cardinal principles of every faith & denomination
A MODERN VERSION OF THE TWENTY-THIRD PSALM

Science is my shepherd, I shall not want. It maketh me to lie down in an in-a-door bed that will fold away in the daytime, creating the illusion that we have a large ap't.

It sweepeth my wife's floors, washeth her dishes, ordereth her groceries, maintaineth 70 degrees F inside the house, 45 degrees inside the iceless icebox, and 212 degrees on top of the gas stove.

It furnisheth her with radio music, salad recipes and the President's message while she watcheth the scientific things hum and buzz. It restoreth her school-girl complexion, waveth her hair, and maketh her seem altogether youthful.

Meanwhile it leadeth me into strange paths of ethical conduct, where, under the guise of "service" I can continue to fleece my fellowman....and make money, which I need on the first of the month to keep up the bluff that we are prosperous.

Yea, tho I walk thru the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for I will have my tonsils, adenoids and vermiform appendix removed...for Science is with me, its test tube and lab'y findings they comfort me. It prepareth a well filled table before me in the presence of those who are less fortunate in the scramble for place and power; it anointeth my head with Stay-comb; my cup runneth over.

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life and I shall dwell...on earth as long as I possibly can, and come to the end with an overwhelming sense of the emptiness of life, and I shall be filled with regrets forever.